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Why choose VTCT 

Hairdressing & Barbering 

qualifications
?

Keep up to date with 
all things VTCT!

VTCT prides itself on having a personal 

and wholehearted approach to 

customer service and technical 

support for learners and centres.

•	 VTCT	has	over	160	qualifications	for	all	
levels	of	learner	from	Entry	Level	3	through	
to	Level	4	in	Hairdressing	&	Barbering																																																															

•	 VTCT	qualifications	are	recognised	in	the	UK	
and	internationally																					

•	 VTCT	only	certificates	NVQ	and	VRQ	(QCF)	
qualifications	written	from	industry	standards																																																																																																																																				

•	 VTCT	actively	supports	the	Hairdressing	Council	in	
their	pursuit	for	State	Registration	for	Hairdressers.

For	queries	regarding	VTCT	Hairdressing	&	Barbering	
qualifications	please	contact:

Tel:	 +44	(0)23	80	684	500
Email:	customerservice@vtct.org.uk

www.vtct.org.uk
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the interview
Head2Head: Lino Carbosiero 
Registered hairstylist Lino Carbosiero doesn’t 
normally give interviews, but here he talks 
exclusively to The Hairdresser about his career
and his very high profile clients

the business
Hellen Ward
Hellen warns the industry’s manufacturers not to 
take lightly the warnings she gives

Trisha Buller
Trisha explains why she’s passionate about CPD

Louise Wood
introducing our new PR expert

Jasmine Dickenson
Newsletters are out – interactive marketing is in!

David Drew
David reveals his success planning tips for 2013

David Wright
see what the Government are planning and how 
Registered Hairdressers might be affected

the news
Registered Hairdresser News 
state registered hairdressers making the headlines

the collections
‘Mixte’ by Angelo seminara
images so arresting and perplexing, you wonder if 
they are an optical illusion

‘Timeless’ by AJ Blackadder
On behalf of Andrew Barton salons, AJ Blackadder 
has added modern twists on the classic styles

‘Hair’ by Fudge
The Fudge team provides a striking collection of 
very unique hair styles

‘Divinity’ by Donna Mitchell
This gorgeous new collection was influenced by 
strong architectural influences, clean lines and 
strong shapes

the techniques
step By step: ‘Neo Couture’
schwarzkopf provide this edition’s fantastic 
hairstyling masterclass that you can follow in 
simple steps

the products
Product Profiles
An array of top industry products profiled to keep 
you up to date with latest developments

Great Giveaways
Your chance to win some of the latest products

For advertising rates or information contact Sally Styles on 020 8760 7011 or email sally@haircouncil.org.ukBE SEEN HERE

The hairdressing industry is fantastic 
to be involved with and has created 
amazing, life-changing careers for 
so many. However, there is still the 
need to raise standards throughout 
the entire industry and stop the 
damage being caused by untrained 
hairdressers. 

state registration might not tick every 
box but its right for ensuring the best 
way forward for our industry. That’s 
why there is more support for the 
registration campaign than ever and 
why we are so grateful for YOuR 
continued support.  We must and will 
continue to lobby Parliament. With 
that in mind – don’t forget to email 
me if you would like the opportunity 
to visit the House of Commons for 
afternoon tea on the Terrace.  Write 
to me or email sally@haircouncil.org.
uk and your name will be entered into 
our ticket ballot.   

Future editions of this magazine 
and certificates will be sent out 
electronically to those registered 
hairdressers whose email addresses 
we hold.  if you wish to continue 
receiving a hard copy please let the 
office know on 020 8760 7010. 

enjoy Lino Carbosiero’s interview.  
He has the ear of the PM (as his 
hairdresser) and is also totally behind 
registration.  We also have some 
fantastic collections for you to enjoy 
and ensure you are up-to-date with 
our great business articles. 

sally styles editor

Cover: ‘Titanium Deco’ by AJ Blackadder

editor: sally styles (The Hairdressing Council)

Production: JNB Publishing Ltd (www.jnbpublishing.co.uk)

Publishers: The Hairdressing Council, 30 sydenham Road, 
 Croydon, surrey CR0 2eF
 Telephone 020 8760 7010

facebook.com/haircouncil
twitter.com/haircouncil
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images so arresting and perplexing, you wonder if they are an optical illusion. Baffled to believe this could 
possibly be hair, the effect is pure trompe l’oeil, the French ‘trick the eye’ style of painting where an artist paints 
an apparent three-dimensional image on a flat surface. But this work is no deception, just the genius sleight of 
hand by the magician who created the collection. Awesome in their creativity, flawless in their execution and 
utterly beautiful in their delicacy of touch, British Hairdresser of the Year winner, Angelo seminara, has once 
again created a collection of incredulity and wonder.

the collections
Hair
Angelo seminara

Make-up

Laura Dominique 

Photography
Andrew O’Toole

styling
Chloe Kerman

Products
Davines

Colour Concept
Angelo seminara
assisted by edoardo 
Paludo

mixte
ANGeLO 
seMiNARA
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Hellen Ward the business
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Business and industry expert Hellen 
Ward, in partnership with City & Guilds, 
has a series of books for salon managers 
including: 

Getting Established covers the legalities 
of setting up a salon and the red tape 
involved, and focuses on business plans 
and brand visions, looking at branding, 
PR and marketing. 

Managing Finances looks at getting 
to grips with the numbers, focusing 
on profitability, increasing turnover 
and controlling costs, to give a real 
understanding of salon finances.

Team Performance addresses all aspects 
of creating, managing, growing and 
developing a team and looks at installing 
structure, systems and procedures to 
monitor and optimise individual financial 
performance.

For further information, please visit
www.ultimatesalonmanagement.com

Take heed manufacturers – 
don’t dance with the devil!
in a prolonged recession (how long 
before it’s a depression? Can’t be too 
many more years, fiscally!) one thing 
becomes abundantly clear: only the 
strong survive. As my mother always 
says (wisdom i now recite to my own 
children) what doesn’t kill you makes 
you stronger.  Or at least that’s the 
theory.

We’ve all witnessed a strange phenomenon 
in recent years. For the younger amongst our 
team this is the first time they’ve seen a global 
downturn and prolonged economic hardship – 
and even if they feel it doesn’t directly affect them 
(of course, it does – but it’s in subtle ways they 
aren’t as programmed to notice as the older of 
us – rail increases, etc.) they see it in other ways. 
Huge retailers, once the cornerstones of the 
retail economy, are going bust almost weekly, 
which doesn’t go unnoticed by the great British 
public. it’s scary. What started with Woolworths 
and Northern Rock is now spreading to chains 
like Comet. Never in my lifetime would i have 
imagined such a high-profile set of companies 
wouldn’t survive a recession.

A friend of mine is a retailer – he has a massive, 
well-known high street brand and several 
competitors. One by one, his competition are 
taking a battering and rolling over into the 
submission of going into receivership. until his 
main competitor goes under he has no choice but 
to fall in line and offer the customer incentives, 
sales, discounts and enticing offers that his rivals 
are publicising and that are annihilating his (and 
their) profit margin. Like two lions in a boxing 
ring, one of them has to fall at some point. Once 
they do, hopefully he will survive and then be in a 
position where he can ‘wean’ his customer base off 
some of these profit-busting sales tactics and start 
making a decent margin again. Once he doesn’t 
have to compete, he can get back into control of 
the consumer mindset and get his company back 
into the realm of safety. One thing is certain, it will 
be a fight to the death. second is first of the losers.   

so how is it for us? in our hair and beauty sector, 
how stoic do we have to be to survive? What or 
who is our nemesis? Do we start ripping each 
other to pieces too? Or should we try and stick 
together? When one salon or competitor offers 
something at cut price or complimentary, how 
long before we feel forced to oblige, too? Are we 
being bullied into submission?

i don’t believe our nemesis is just other salons or 
hairdressers. i’m firmly convinced that the home 
colour market poses just as much of a threat 
to our business. For other than the expertise of 
our teams, the one thing that is sacrosanct for 
us is the knowledge that we will always be the 
professionals with full training (and hopefully state 
registration). institutions such as the Fellowship for 
British Hairdressing ensure we look to our peers to 

remain at the peak of our powers, but how about 
the real threat from our clients? 

Never before has the client had so much choice – 
just walk into any branch of Boots and the need to 
cannibalise the professional sector is there before 
your eyes. salon performance equipment, salon 
performance products, professional performance 
brushes – it’s all become the norm to the ‘spoilt for 
choice’ consumer, and high-profile salons are quick 
to take advantage – who can blame them? But the 
one area where we always win is being able to say 
the products we use are salon quality – that such 
expertise isn’t available on the high street. Or at 
least, it should be – or should i say used to be? 

Professional salon technologies provided for us 
by our manufacturers in our professional stock 
are key to retaining our trade ethos and offering 
the client the ultimate service – one of the main 
hooks we rely upon to keep custom and keep 
the salon coffers flowing. Take this away – or offer 
this technology in a dumbed down manner at 
consumer level – and you won’t help us stay afloat. 
You may gobble up some short-term turnover 
from a new market, but it will be very much at the 
expense of your old one and to their detriment. 
it’s an underhand trick, and it’s getting much more 
in your face than it ever used to be. it’s quicker to 
market and more overt. And it’s hurting us. 

so take heed, manufacturers. Don’t dance with 
the devil! Remember who your customers are and 
cherish us, as we’re trying to do with our clients, in 
turn. Look at the long-term aim not the short-term 
gain, and value us trying to protect our market in 
the way you should also be protecting us. it’s hard 
enough out there without you making it harder. 
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What’s not to love about what we do? i’m hooked 
on hairdressing. i’ve loved hairdressing so long i 
can only just remember my life BH. 

After all, few industries can offer so many 
opportunities. A career in hairdressing usually 
starts in a salon, but it needn’t stop there. You can 
work behind the scenes at catwalk shows, or play 
a vital part in fashion shoots or TV studios. You 
might want to be an educator, become known as 
a colour specialist, or study the science of hair and 
become a qualified trichologist, like me. For some, 
the dream would be to travel the world styling 
hair on a cruise ship. Whatever floats your boat!
  
But we all know it’s not easy. You have to put the 
effort in. Hairdressing is like a bank account. The 
more you invest in it, the more you can get out.  

That’s why we at Cienté are completely dedicated 
to continuing professional development, or CPD, 
as the HR drones insist on calling it.

Personally, i have an awful tendency to switch 
off whenever i see yet another three-letter 
abbreviation. But before we let the idea of CPD 
drift into our consciousness and straight back out 
again, let’s just focus for a moment on the huge 
significance of those three little letters.

C is for Continuing – This isn’t as obvious as it 
sounds. even now, far too much training works on 
the “sheep dip” principle. People get sent off on 
a course, dunked in a subject for a few hours or a 
few days and then plugged straight back into their 
everyday reality. And what happens next? We’ve 

all seen it. The learning wears off fast if it’s not 
repeated, reinforced and put into practice. 

There’s some classic research by the 19th-century 
German psychologist Hermann ebbinghaus that 
tells us that half the people in any training group 
will have forgotten it all within one hour. A day 
later, only one person in three will remember 
what has been taught. And in a month’s time, 
that will be down to one in five. Trainers don’t like 
ebbinghaus, but he does explain why so many 
training budgets are wasted!

P is for Professional – if we want hairdressing to 
be taken seriously as a profession, rather than 
just a job, we have to take ourselves seriously 
as professionals. We must demand the highest 
standards of skills training, ethics and professional 
qualifications. i am extremely proud that most 
of the Cienté stylists are state Registered 
Hairdressers.

D is for Development – Hairdressing is an industry 
that never stands still. A stylist who doesn’t keep 
moving forwards soon gets left behind. We owe it 
to our customers, our businesses and ourselves to 
grow and keep on growing. And we should never 
forget the potential hairdressing has as a force for 
change.

Our industry is full of rags-to-riches stories of 
saturday boys and girls who started sweeping 
up cuttings, moved to the basins and eventually 
transformed their lives. 

When asked what they love about hairdressing most professionals cite the 
people and the endless variety those people bring to their roles. Without 
doubt hairdressing is a people business – not just the clients you serve but 
the people you employ. 

To any salon it’s the wage percentage that weighs most heavily on the 
bottom line and the complexities of people management that frequently 
weigh heavily on the minds of the owner or manager. The human resource 
in any salon business may be the most costly but it is also the most 
valuable and ensuring that you communicate the value of your greatest 
asset is one of the golden keys to success and a strong healthy business.
 
Credentials, credentials, credentials. Two years of training and many more 
honing and refreshing skills is something worth talking about. Make sure 
you communicate the credentials of your staff. From the colour degrees 
offered by manufacturing partners like schwarzkopf to training nights in 
the salon, be loud and proud about the professional skills you and your 
staff work hard to acquire. The fact you are a registered member of the 
Hairdressing Council and what that means is also one of your credentials. 
it offers your clients a surety about your team’s qualifications and your 
standing in the hairdressing industry.    
 
Communicating for success. it’s never a good commercial choice to 
hide your light under a bushel and in the hair industry we often find PR 
gold dust in the people a salon employs. Take time out to consider the 
experience, strengths, interests and potential in your staff and really think 
about how you are going to maximise that asset to build your business. 

Director’s Cut
Trisha Buller, salon Director of Cienté, teams up with a German psychologist, a 
Chinese philosopher and Peter Parker’s alter ego to explain why she’s passionate 
about CPD – and why “sheep dip training” just doesn’t work

What’s more, by using our knowledge, skills and 
expertise we have the power to change other 
people’s lives, too. The right hairstyle can boost 
a customer’s confidence and self-worth. As 
spiderman always says: “with great power comes 
great responsibility.” We must never forget the 
trust customers put in us and the responsibilities 
that come with it.

Now i run my own business, i have other 
responsibilities, as well. i have a team of really 
great people who rely on me. it’s not just that 
i pay their wages. They also rely on me to give 
them opportunities to stretch themselves, to 
develop their careers and to support them when 
they need help.

These are responsibilities i relish, though. And 
everything i do for my team is repaid over 
and over again. The bottom line is important, 
of course, but there’s also the thrill of seeing 
someone join the team one saturday morning 
and steadily grow and blossom into a skilled, 
creative professional. That’s just about the most 
rewarding experience anyone could wish for.

if all this commitment, effort and continuous 
training sounds a bit too much like hard work, 
it’s worth remembering what the great Confucius 
had to say about careers. The man had a terrible 
haircut, but he knew a lot about life and people.   

“Choose a job you love,” he said, “and you will 
never have to work a day in your life.”

so there you have it. CPD rocks. Continuing 
professional development works. it helps us 
support and serve our customers better, which 
helps us support and serve our salons and 
businesses. But, most of all, it helps us grow as 
people. You’ve heard it from ebbinghaus, and 
from spiderman, and from Confucius, with a little 
bit of Buller bunged in for good measure. How 
could anyone doubt such wisdom? 

so if you have one staff member who is a whizz with long hair then 
put a little profile on your home page and connect their skills with 
wedding, prom or occasion hair. if you have another staff member 
about to embark on a bike ride for charity then talk about them in the 
salon and on your social media sites and, above all, never neglect your 
local press. 

Make getting started on your PR your new year’s resolution – it’ll 
support your team and your business. Thinking carefully about 
what sets you apart from the competition will help you decide on 
what to communicate. Your registration as a hairdresser confirms 
your professional status, adding considerable weight to your expert 
position. By letting your press know they have access to a bonafide 
and recognised voice on all things hair, then you can make your salon 
the first port of call for eVeRY hair issue.  
 
i recommend creating a press list with the names, job titles and contact 
details of the relevant person at your local newspapers, magazines, 
community websites, radio, TV and style ‘blogs’. Be an asset to them by 
providing comments and information on key issues such as trends, hair 
advice and professional registration.   
 
so, cash in your greatest asset in 
2013 – this time it’s personal! 

For further information please contact 
Louise Wood at LWPR on 01858 419668
or email louise@lwpr.biz

Your greatest asset!

Louise Wood: 
The PR expert



Lino Carbosiero
Hairdressing’s 
best kept secret

HeAD2HeAD
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Your clientele list is really impressive with names such as Sharon and 
Kelly Osbourne, Amanda Holden and Adele along with endless lists of 
celebrities over the years. Do they expect you to do what they ask or do 
they expect you to know what they want?
i am really fortunate that i have worked with so many famous people 
from all sectors – music, film, TV, sport, politics – they recommend me 
to other celebrities and the list has just grown. i believe one of the key 
reasons they come back to me and recommend me, is trust. They trust 
me for my discretion as well as with their hair. i make sure that anyone 
who comes to me is totally relaxed – even the most famous. i have to 
understand what they need to be done, so i begin by asking them what 
they believe should be done with their hair. For film stars and actors 
i ask them what their director, or publicist, or magazine editor may 
require. Then i advise them how best i can achieve and actually adapt 
and improve on their requirements. sometimes they will show me 
pictures of what they want but adaptation is really important. You need 
to adapt their idea to suit them and their lifestyle. so, yes i will use the 
picture to get an idea of what they want but will always adapt it.

You do the majority of your hairdressing at the Daniel Galvin salon in 
the West End – that must be a very special place to work.
Between 1985 and 1993 i had my own salon ‘Geraldlino’ with my 
business partner Gerald Monaghan – the salon was in Blandford street 
– a street that runs parallel to George street where the Daniel Galvin 
salon is. We began to build a reputation in the music, television and 
fashion industries working with names such as Kylie Minogue and Jason 
Donovan. Then, in 1993 i decided to move my business into the Daniel 
Galvin salon – he is a world-renowned colourist and i predominantly 
cut hair so there is no artistic overlap. We helped each other grow our 
businesses. What has been so great for me is that Daniel has always 
supported me in all areas. Yes, this salon is a very special place to work. 

Very importantly for the Hairdressing Council, you do both the Prime 
Minister’s and his wife’s hair. How long have you been a ‘political’ 
hairdresser?    
i was asked to do David Cameron’s hair in 2010 just before he came into 
office and also to do his wife, samantha’s, hair. i go to Downing street 
and it’s a massive honour to have the trust of the Prime Minister. i also 
do Hilary Clinton’s hair and these politicians all feel comfortable to carry 
on with me so that is really a huge honour. i have always been a person 
who is adamantly against the ‘gossip’ culture and every single client’s 
confidentiality (whoever they may be) is of the upmost importance to 
me. You cannot betray trust in this business as you are dealing with an 
aspect of people’s personal lives.This is one responsibility that cannot be 
taken lightly. Loyalty is paramount.

Did you always know you wanted to be a hairdresser and how did you 
first get into hairdressing? 
No, i wanted to be a car mechanic but i wasn’t any good at maths and 
in those days to become a mechanic required a maths qualification – so 
that dream was over! After that i went to work in Windsor in a shop 
called Franco’s which had a groundfloor and a basement. The ground 
floor was a hairdressing salon and the basement sold everything from 
shoes to pasta. i worked selling goods but was really interested in 
watching the hairdressers upstairs. so i left Franco’s and went to train 
with Neville Daniel. i worked there between 1980 and 1985 and then i 
opened my own salon.

Were any of your family in the hairdressing business? 
Just my cousin, also called Lino, who trained with Anthony Mascolo. 
He helped me decide to go to London to really get on in hairdressing. 
My family was not happy at first but as i became more successful they 
became proud of me. At my Dad’s funeral, i was told just how proud 
of me he had become, and was given a huge folder with all the press 
cuttings, photos and DVDs of my career that he had saved. i had not 
realised until his death that he had done that and was left with the 
sweetness of his memory ever since.

Apart from hairdressing how else do you like to spend your time?
Away from hairdressing my main focus is my family. i have two girls 
aged 8 and 9, two stepsons aged 15 and 18 and a lovely wife, so my 
family comes first. i enjoy watching Chelsea play football and played 
in the team of celebrities versus Chelsea veterans charity matches. Last 
time we won! i also like playing golf and i enjoy watching all sport. A 
few years ago, i even managed to run the London Marathon. (Lino 
fails to mention that he raised £25,000 for his chosen charity on that 
occasion).

What do you dislike? 
in hairdressing the fact that we are not recognized as an industry of 
professionals – we are such a hardworking people – not only physically 
but mentally as well. We are only as good as our last haircut and should 
be recognised for this. i dislike unprofessional hairdressers who give our 
industry a bad name with no training or professionalism. 

What do you love most about the hairdressing industry? 
in my education, i only managed one O Level before i had to go to 
work to support my family and myself. Yet now, through hairdressing, i 
have learned a lot and i have met people and been to places that most 
others only dream about. Hairdressing is an industry that can open up 
massive doors to anyone prepared to work hard. You meet people with 
incredible life stories who are willing to share them with you, whether 
they are famous or not. You work with people, you share their thoughts, 
their aspirations and their problems. These people, your customers, 
become a part of your own life. 

What inspires you in hairdressing? 
Keeping my clients and knowing that whoever comes to me will come 
again and again. Reaching a level with a perfect clientele that takes 
years and years to build up. Being surrounded by colleagues and 
assistants at the salon who inspire me to work harder. And the feeling of 
waking up every day knowing that i am are fully booked and that i have 
a strenuous but rewarding day ahead of me.

What are your greatest achievements to date? 
Apart from building a perfect family, my achievements have come from 
working with the best people in different segments in life – magazines, 
sports stars, Olympic champions, politicians, films, music, you name 
it.  i don’t go in for awards but my clientele provides me with the 
biggest honour and satisfaction. early on, when i was on tour with the 
Rolling stones, i knew my clientele would provide me with my greatest 
achievements, through hairdressing.

What do you hope your future looks like?
i would like to build the Annabelle’s Wig business and look into growing 
it into a charitable work project. Charity is very dear to me – i have been 
blessed in my life and i will never forget that. i hope my products that 
are currently doing well in China will one day be over here. i want to 
keep healthy especially in my hands so i can continue my daily work. i 
see every day as a blessing so wish to continue what i’m already doing 
for as long as possible.

What does being state registered mean to you? 
Being state registered is really important and i back registration to the 
hilt. i don’t tend to go in for awards or give interviews but i’ve agreed to 
do this one because i believe in this cause passionately and want that to 
show. No hairdresser should be threatened by registration unless they 
are untrained, incompetent or unprofessional. They are the ones that 
harm our reputation and our industry. in the past, just like you did not 
need to have a licence to drive any kind of machinery, you did not need 
to pass any hairdressing qualification tests to become a hairdresser. 
Now and in the future, people coming to the hairdressing industry 
should all complete their training, qualifications and get registered. 
Anyone can grab scissors and do what they think is a haircut. Only 
trained and professional and hopefully registered hairdressers, will have 
an understanding and be conscious of the dangers of chemicals which 
will ruin hair and may also ruin lives.

What advice would you give to young hairdressers starting out? 
Take your training really seriously – if you are doing an apprenticeship 
don’t try to cram three years of training into the last three months – 
work hard the whole way through. Hairdressing cannot be crammed; 
make sure you are being trained properly. This will give you a great 
advantage in your chosen career. Take the chance to learn while you 
have it – focus on everything so it comes naturally when you do it 
yourself. Don’t waste your training. Hard work will result in the industry 
offering you an amazing life.

How important is a hairdresser to society? 
A famous actress once told me: My three most precious things in life 
are my husband, my dog and my hairdresser. And not necessarily in this 
particular order.

Registered hairstylist Lino Carbosiero doesn’t normally give interviews, does not go in for awards and shies away from the limelight – but 
has a clientele list to die for. Lino is also the Prime Minister’s and his wife’s hairdresser. Here Lino has agreed to talk to the ‘Hairdresser’ 
magazine because he believes strongly in state registration, publicising and supporting the professionalism of the hairdressing industry.
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stepbystep
A dark, androgynous, powerful, ultra modern trend from schwarzkopf for you to try

Neo Couture
the cut

start at the temple area and cut the hair in a layering technique, working 
towards the back. Repeat the same technique on the other site and refine 
finally the outline. Work in horizontal sections and overdirect the hair 
backwards to retain length in the front. Then personalise using the point 
cutting technique.
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the colour

the styling

For styling, apply Osis+ Grip, wrap 
dry and finish of with the flattening 
iron to achieve a shiny, smooth look.

Apply Colour 1 (igora expert Mousse 3-0) as a base colour. On the the first part 
of the separated section, apply colour 2 (igora expert Mousse 7-65). separate 
the section with a diagonal line and apply to the final area Colour 3 (igora 
expert Mousse 9,5-55).
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Registered Hairdresser News
state registered hairdressers making the headlines

Registered Aberdeen hairdresser 
Tracey Devine in line for top 
consumer award
Tracey Devine, owner and founder of the multi-award-winning 
Angels salon group in Aberdeen, has been shortlisted for Best 
Men’s stylist at The Hair Awards 2013.

The awards were created by leading consumer magazine Hair to 
celebrate the very best in hairdressing. Tracey was selected after 
submitting a dossier of work, including photographic images and 
client testimonials. she is one of five finalists in her category, a 
feat in itself considering the standard of entries was described as 
‘excellent’ by editor Kirsty Doolan.

Tracey’s talent continues to go from strength to strength; at the 
end of 2012, she was crowned Men’s Hairdresser of the Year at 
the esteemed British Hairdressing Awards and she’s been named 
scottish Hairdresser of the Year a staggering three times.

“i’m thrilled to be nominated” says Tracey. “i want more female 
stylists to get behind men’s hairdressing, so winning this award 
would be amazing recognition of my work.”

sanrizz Opens 2013 With innovation show
Registered Hairdresser Becky Hunt led the southampton sanrizz salon to win Best Team at 
the sanrizz innovation 2013.  This is a highly anticipated inter-salon competition which took 
place earlier in the year at the newly opened exclusive education facility, sanrizz Brunswick, 
Russell sqaure, London. Celebrating the brand and its team members, the occasion saw 
the best of sanrizz creative teams compete against each other for the coveted ‘innovation 
Best Team Award’ with each presenting their interpretation collection of sanrizz ‘Fusion’.  
The sanrizz Artistic team also revealed their latest creative direction. Congratulations to 
Becky and the southampton salon who also won Best Female Look and Best Colour.

Watch out for HairuK 2013 - the Midlands’ premier hairdressing 
trade event which offers free entry to all hair professionals and 
students who register in advance (£10 on the day). This year’s 
show is once again at the NeC in Birmingham on 19th and 20th 
May and offers professional hairdressers and barbers, salon 
owners, college lecturers and students a visit brimming with 
education and innovation. Discover the latest cutting techniques, 
electrical styling tools, wet products, colour ranges, and 
hairdressing and barbering accessories, plus the latest in retail 
products.  For further information on how to register for free 
tickets visit www.beautyukshow.com/hairuk – this is compatible 
with smartphones and tablets so it’s great for registering on the 
go!

Pauline Howe, Founder of award-winning 
southern salon Group strands Hairdressing, 
reveals why she believes it’s important to be 
state registered…
i’m thrilled to announce that all 16 of my super stylists at strands are now officially state-
Registered Hairdressers! As former winners of British Hairdressing Business Awards ‘salon 
Team of the Year’, we pride ourselves on providing first-class service to our clients. To 
ensure that all new and existing customers know just how well qualified we are to do our 
job plus give them confidence in our services, i decided to put this in writing by registering 
my team.

After an incredibly successful 2012 where we scooped the first ever LeGeND award at the 
Creative HeAD Most Wanted Awards 2012 (after previously winning the ‘Best salon Team’ 
accolade an unbeaten three times), what better time to underline our professionalism and 
passion for the trade by giving my stylists official recognition under the law. And with 2013 
kicking off in style for strands as we embark on two ambitious refits that will see our two 
salons equipped with state-of-the-art massage basins and iPads, i’m elated to be going 
into the New Year safe in the knowledge that our clients know that their hair is in good 
hands and being looked after by true professionals.

it’s important to me and to the strands Hairdressing brand that every single member 
of our team can be proud to use sRH after his or her name. Hairdressing is such an 
amazing career that has seen members of my team travel across the globe presenting 
to hairdressers from all over the world plus work backstage at London Fashion Week 
on shows for leading designers. i really do believe that our profession should be taken 
seriously and ensuring all stylists are state registered is an ideal way to help ensure we 
achieve the recognition and respect we richly deserve.

Photo: sebastian Boettcher @
 sanrizz Photographic studio
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if, as a registered hairdresser, you have news or a story you would like to share, send copy and images to sally@haircouncil.org.uk

Registered College Lecturer 
Named ‘Britain’s Best’
A south Devon College lecturer has been named 
‘Britain’s Best’ at a national event designed to applaud 
and celebrate all that is great about British hairdressing 
and barbering.  The star-studded event was organised 
by the National Hairdressers Federation.  Nikki Boone, 
Programme Coordinator for employer engagement 
for Hairdressing, received the ‘College Lecturer of the 
Year’ award and a glass trophy from celebrity stylist Lee 
stafford, after winning a text vote popularity poll, where 

students, colleagues, peers and friends nominated and voted for their favourite lecturers.

Nikki began her teaching career 19 years ago, while working in a Paignton salon. Now a 
full-time lecturer in hairdressing and functional skills and a College Business innovation 
Mentor, Nikki often visits local hair salons and is described as ‘an inspiration to both 
staff and students’. Nikki, who has been registered for nearly 25 years, says: “i absolutely 
love my job, and get a real sense of achievement seeing students progress and develop 
successful careers in this wonderful industry. When i found out i had been nominated, i 
was absolutely delighted.  i went up to Birmingham on sunday not knowing the results 
of the competition and when they read out my name i was shocked and so pleased that 
my learners, both past and present, and colleagues had thought i was good enough 
to hold this title and vote for me. i would like to thank everyone who voted – i feel 
energised now to make every learner feel like they are being taught by Britain’s Best.”

Habia Welcomes New Managing 
Director Rob Young
The Hairdressing and Beauty industry Authority (HABiA) is kicking 
off what will be an exciting and busy 2013 for the organisation with 
a range of new projects and a new Managing Director at the helm. 
Rob Young Msc was a former senior executive with internet service 
provider Tiscali and an officer in the British Army and, therefore, 
brings a wealth of experience and knowledge to the position. His 
role will be to lead Habia forward into new areas of learning and 
training – as well as business and professional development – 

whilst maintaining the organisation’s core responsibility of developing standards and 
frameworks for hair and beauty qualifications. speaking of this appointment, Rob said: 
“i am delighted to be appointed as the MD of Habia. i know that as an organisation we 
have tremendous opportunities over the next few years to really influence and change 
the way people learn across our sector, not just in the education world, and i will be 
working closely with the excellent and well-established team at Habia to bring even 
more success to the organisation and the hair and beauty industries as a whole.” 

suki Kalirai, Habia Chairman, said: “Rob’s experience and background are the right fit 
for where we need Habia to go next, and to ensure the organisation continues to serve 
the hair and beauty sector with the high level of expertise and professionalism it is 
accustomed to. We are delighted to welcome him to the team.”

Daniel Galvin sRH Backs Registration

icon and registered hairdresser Daniel Galvin has pledged to 
help promote the campaign for registration for hairdressers 
throughout the uK and wonders why anyone wouldn’t help to 
make our fantastic industry a true profession where standards 
and qualifications do matter.  Already recognised as the best 
in the world and with 1% of the total uK workforce and a 
£5bn turnover – it’s wrong that hairdressing is still completely 
unregulated and, in some quarters, lacks the respect it deserves. 

“it is wholly unacceptable that British hairdressing is globally 
recognised as being the very best yet we remain one of the few 
countries where we are not recognised by the government as 
a licensed trade. Any salon owner / manager / hairdresser who 
remotely considers themselves a professional must act and 
register with the council now,” said Daniel.
  
Daniel is giving us the lowdown on his career and himself for 
the next issue of ‘Hairdresser’ in a Head to Head  interview – 
watch this space!   

Registered Hairdresser Bruno 
Marc is Awarded Fellowship 
Hairdresser of the Year 2012  
Congratulations to Bruno Marc sRH, who was crowned British 
Fellowship Hairdresser of the Year 2012 at the annual Fellowship 
Awards. The awards took place at The Dorchester Hotel and were 
attended by the crème de la crème of the British Hairdressing 
industry. The afternoon recognised and rewarded hairdressers’ 
hard work and dedication to the industry with Bruno’s award 
being the ultimate recognition for hard work and valued 
contribution to the British Hairdressing industry. Bruno Marc 
said: “This was an amazing win for myself and for Marc Antoni. 
Accepting the award really was a high point in my career and 
at that moment i was extremely proud to be part of the British 
Hairdressing industry, a leading force in hairdressing.”

The award-winning Marc Antoni salons areone of the south 
of england’s premier hairdressing groups. Throughout their 
hairdressing career, the Giamattei brothers Bruno, Marcus, 
simon and Aaron have constantly pushed themselves to achieve 
new heights and as a result are now being recognised for their 
dedication, passion and creative work. 

Headquarters is Top Fundraiser
Registered Hairdresser Victor Pajak’s salon ‘Headquarters’ in 
Kingston has been awarded ghd’s Top Regional Fundraiser in 
London for Breakthrough Breast Cancer. Headquarters salon 
Kingston raised over £2,000 for the pioneering breast cancer 
charity dedicated to preventing the disease, promoting early 
and precise diagnosis and developing better treatments and 
care. Almost 50,000 women and around 400 men are diagnosed 
with breast cancer every year in the uK, so it’s vital that people 
continue to support Breakthrough Breast Cancer’s life-saving 
work. Throughout October, which is Breast Cancer Awareness 
Month, salon staff fundraised by holding a blow dry bonanza, 
guess the sweets, and a bridge to bridge walk in addition to 
two salon members completing a half marathon. The salon’s 
astounding fundraising achievements saw them awarded 
top fundraiser in London winning a hamper prize of gourmet 
popcorn from Propercorn.

Victor said: “We loved fundraising throughout October. As well as 
it being a huge amount of fun, it was amazing to know that our 
fundraising efforts would help such a worthwhile cause. To be 
named the top fundraiser in London is a great achievement and 
we will continue to support Breakthrough Breast Cancer and ghd 
in their fight to stop women dying from breast cancer.” 

For more information about Breakthrough Breast Cancer please 
email victoriaa@breakthrough.org.uk 



afterglow

multi facited

aura

titanium deco

cold satin

light reflection

star lights

As we move forward in fashion, hair, music, film, we are constantly 
referencing the past for creativity, innovation, vision and concepts to 
help create and shape the future. Paying homage to The Golden era 
of cinema and photography, influenced by film noir, AJ Blackadder, 
Technical Director at the Andrew Barton salon, took these concepts 
and brought them up to date with a new element... colour. Working 
with key components the looks have been brought up to date with 
modern twists on the classic and up to the moment with techni-
colour, whilst staying true to the period that was the influence, 
creating a timeless collection of images.

timeless
AJ BLACKADDeR

Hair
AJ Blackadder

Photography
Charlotte Kibbles

Make-up
Cheryl Corea

styling
Adelaide Turnball
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the business  Jasmine Dickenson

Jasmine Dickenson has worked closely with salon and spa businesses 
for more than four years throughout New Zealand, Australia and the 
uK with Kitomba. she is now based in London full-time, bringing her 
international business experience to the uK industry. 

“i’ve worked with salons of all sizes, from solo operators to larger multi-
site chains and essentially they’re all looking for the same things: happier 
customers, more time, more ways to develop and nurture their staff 
and, of course, any change needs to benefit their pockets. Over time, 
i’ve been delighted to see my clients grow and prosper in these ways. 
They’ve also gained a greater sense of comfort, control, and security in 
their business.” 

Kitomba is a complete management system for salons and spas, with 
software, training, unlimited telephone support, workshops, online 
training videos and so much more. Take your business to the next level, 
exceed your business goals, increase sales, gain confidence in running 
your business, save time and reduce stress with Kitomba.

To find out more about what options are available to you, please visit www.kitomba.co.uk or 
contact Jasmine on 07792 763915, jasmine@kitomba.com

Newsletter emails are not personal and probably 
don’t elicit the response you expect from your 
clients. Why? Because people are mainly interested 
in what affects them. Consider finding more 
relevant and personal opportunities to connect 
with your clients. 

This doesn’t have to be an all-consuming activity 
if you have the right marketing and management 
system that works for you every day. Your system 
should know important information about your 
clients and have the capability to decide who to 
send what message to, without you having to lift 
a finger.

Amazon.com is an excellent example of the use 
of interactive marketing, as clients record their 
preferences and are shown books that match not 
only their preferences, but also recent purchases. 

Here are some great examples of automatic 
everyday marketing messages that salons use 
to not only service their clients better, but also 
increase their bottom line: 

Appointment reminders
This is fundamental and will dramatically reduce 
no-shows. We’re all busy and often forget 
appointments that were made weeks ago so 
clients love receiving reminders. You could also use 
the reminder text as an opportunity to upsell their 
service with a treatment, just ask your clients to 
text back a key word such as “TReAT”.

Birthdays
We love to get goodies on our birthday. sending 
a birthday text or email and including a gift 
treatment will get them back in your chair and 
make your client feel in top form on their special 
day.

Before/after any appointment
if you have a loyalty programme, make sure that 
your system is able to let your clients know how 
many points they have and what they can spend 
them on.

Before/after particular transactions 
A client purchases a product that’s great for dry 
hair, Kitomba then sends them an email telling the 
client all about the product they bought, what’s 
happening to the hair and changes they should 
expect to see. included in the email is information 
about other products/services that are useful for 
dry hair.

As soon as a pair of GHDs is sold, have an email go 
to that client with links to videos on how to style 
their hair with GHDs, and also mention that it’s 
wise to use thermal protectant spray, regular trims, 
and treatments to avoid potential breakages to 
the hair shaft. You could even offer them a styling 
lesson!

A client comes in for a hair relaxing (keratin) 
treatment, send an email immediately after the 
first visit with care instructions and recommend 
maintenance products. send a follow-up email 
six weeks later asking how many friends have 
commented on their hair and offering an incentive 
for any referrals they can bring your way.  This 
increases your chances of growing this service, 
thus creating greater demand on professional 
products as well as retail.

Before/after a client’s first ever 
appointment with your salon
Before your client arrives for the first time, you’ve 
got an opportunity to make a first impression and 
stand out from the pack. Let them know good 
places to park, ask them their drink preference and 
tell them to bring pictures if they have a specific 
look in mind. After their first visit, say thanks for 
coming in. Throw in a special offer for their next 
visit and get them coming back.

After any appointment, if they 
haven’t made a future booking
This is a great opportunity to gently ask your 
clients how they found their last service. More 
often than not, it will remind your clients to rebook 
if they haven’t seen you for a while. You may also 
get feedback on why they didn’t rebook, giving 
you the opportunity to remedy it quick smart.

Thanking a client for referring 
another client
it’s not easy to remember to thank someone for 
sending you business, so having an automated 
personalised message is a great way to make your 
clients feel appreciated.

Client requested reminder 
some salons talk with clients about a “hair plan” 
as part of the consultation process. if a client has a 
wedding coming up, then make sure that you have 
a system that can get in touch with them to let 
them know that you’re on top of it.

Clients who haven’t been back to 
see you for a while
Get in touch with clients who haven’t been in for a 
while and remind them to book an appointment 
with you. They’ll appreciate the proactive reminder 
and it shows that you value their business.

in addition to the examples above, when you are 
crafting your message or interacting with clients, 
you need to think about the motivations behind 
what you want to achieve and how you go about 
it.

Primacy effect
Have you ever noticed that if you go into a 
clothing shop and try on 10 things, you’re actually 
most likely to wind up buying the first thing that 
you tried on? This is referred to as the primacy 
effect. As you are using a product on a client, don’t 
be shy to tell them about it, so your messaging 
needs to capitalise on that moment.

Repetition
The right amount of repetition builds trust. Too 
much repetition becomes annoying. i speak to 
salon owners all the time who tell me they were 
surprised to find a lot of their clients actually 
thanked them for that second email.

Consistency
How would you feel if you knew that your friend 
got a promotion after purchasing some shampoo, 
but you didn’t?  Your messages need to go out 
with almost military-like consistency.  This includes 
not only messaging everyone that falls into the 
same criteria, but also having the timing bang-on 
as well.  

use promotions as part of a whole
As it usually takes a few exposures to an idea 
before a client decides to buy. emails should be 
part of a whole process that encourages your 
clients towards making that decision. People love 
being informed, so use interactive, personalised 
everyday marketing messages to educate your 
clients in their own time. Keep your messages in 
line with your salon brand so that they are used to 
support what is practised in salon. 

Newsletters are out –
interactive marketing is in!
Once upon a time, you went to the local butcher or baker, and they knew your 
name, and your children’s names, but in today’s fast-paced world, this is becoming 
a rare commodity. That’s why the hairdressing industry is so special. Your clients 
enjoy buying from you because you know them, understand their wants and 
needs and deliver a personal experience. so make sure your marketing takes 
advantage of this trusted position.
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the products

Product Profiles
some of the industry leaders’ newest products to help you maximise your clients’ styles...

Denman D6 Be-Bop
The Denman D6 Be-Bop is the 
essential male grooming brush used by 
professional hairdressers and barbers. 
This circular massage brush has extra-
soft plastic pins which are ideal for 
gentle scalp massage during the client 
shampooing process. exclusive to sally 
Hair & Beauty, the Be-Bop brush is a 
favourite with stylists as it is small and 
can easily slip into their pocket. Not 
only will your clients love the scalp 
massage but it will help distribute 
gels, waxes and pomades evenly when 
styling the hair. For more information 
contact:. Tel: +44 (0)28 9146 2141     

Beaute Blonde 
New to La Biosthétique 
Professional Hair Color are three 
beautiful blonde Tint & Tone 
lightening colours (Beige Ash, Beige 
Rose and irise Rose) and three new 
on-trend Color & Light advanced 
shades (Ash, Beige, irise). To ensure 
that your client’s hair stays true 
to its colour, La Biosthetique have 
introduced a new professional post 
treatment Cool Blonde shampoo. 
This shampoo helps to neutralise 
yellow or unwanted warm tones 
in bleached, lightened or white 
hair.  With BeAuTe BLONDe, La 
Biosthétique provides you with a 
contemporary, trendy and effective 
repertoire of blonde colour 
products that will inspire both you 
and your client. For information visit 
www.biosthetique.co.uk

Beever Volume Dust
for partied out hair!
The new Beever Volume Dust is the new 
in-between-hair-wash redeemer which 
revives flat oily hair in minutes.  it works by 
soaking up excess oils or moisture in the 
roots and creates a repelling action between 
the hairs which causes a maximum root 
lifting effect.  it’s compact size is so practical 
it can be popped into your bag to refresh 
hair anytime, anywhere.  Just sprinkle the 
micro fine powder onto the roots and work 
it in.  Make bad hair days a thing of the past 
with Beever’s new Volume Dust.  For more 
information visit www.beever.co.uk 

Kaé Argatherapy 
Argatonic shampoo
With its stimulating multivitamin complex, 
this new Argatonic shampoo from Kaé 
Argatherapy will wonderfully cleanse hair 
gently and comfort any signs of a sensitive 
scalp. The powerful ginseng and eucalyptus 
extracts deeply fortify the hair from the 
first application and prevent hair loss. The 
Argan Oil transforms the hair and provides 
strength and vitality. Kaé Argatonic 
shampoo is part of the Kaé Argatherapy 
collection, a luxurious professional range of 
products.  Kaé products are 100% pure and 
organic without any additives, preservatives 
or chemical components. For further 
information visit www.kae-argatherapie.co.uk

Kaé Argatherapy 
Argatonic Hair serum
 
This new Argatonic serum from Kaé 
Argatherapy is the perfect serum to comfort 
sensitive scalp concerns, whether they are 
minor or severe, thanks to its stimulating 
multivitamin complex. Powerful extracts of 
ginseng and eucalyptus fortify the hair and 
scalp from the first application. The argan 
oil gives the hair strength and beauty. in 
a curative way, the Argatonic serum will 
slow down hair loss and even promote hair 
growth. For best results apply the serum 
three times a week after the Argatonic 
shampoo.  For further information visit 
www.kae-argatherapie.co.uk
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British men’s 
biggest hair regrets
1  Skinhead
2  Bowl cut
3  Curtains
4  Mullet
5  Spikes

British men’s top
five celebrity hair 
inspirations
1  David Beckham
2  Gary Barlow
3  Robert Pattinson
4  Sir Bradley Wiggins
5  Brad Pitt

Golden Locks: David Beckham’s hair style is 
the most copied by British men  

Rise of the sideburns: Sir Bradley Wiggins 
hairstyle more influential than Harry Styles’

The skinhead is British men’s most 
regretted hair style

Over half of British men secretly use their 
partner’s hair products

Essex boys check their hair twice as much 
as Birmingham lads on a night out

Third of British men say baldness is their 
biggest ageing concern

David Beckham has been revealed as the British man’s 
ultimate hair inspiration. Becks, famous for sporting styles 
as diverse as the Mohawk, ponytail and cornrows, and 
now showing off a sophisticated side parting for 2013, was 
closely followed in the poll by sharp-suited Gary Barlow. 

Losing out on a podium place for the first time this year 
was cycling supremo Sir Bradley Wiggins. Despite missing 
out on a medal position, his fourth place finish proved 
sideburns are making somewhat of a revival, as his mod 
hairstyle was voted more inspiring to British gents than the 
boyish locks of heartthrobs Brad Pitt and Harry Styles. 

The average British man will only change his hairstyle four 
times in his lifetime with Glaswegian gents proving to be 
the most adventurous with five changes of style. Belfast 
boys seem the most stuck in a style rut, with an uninspired 
two changes in their lifetime.  

Despite being sophisticated men of the moment, it seems 
Brits are hiding some embarrassing photographs of 
hairstyles of years gone by. One fifth of men admit that 
getting a skinhead is their most regretful look, despite 
the cut getting an endorsement from style icon David 
Beckham in the mid-1990s. The skinhead topped the poll 
of regretful looks, followed by the embarrassing boyhood 
bowl cut and boy band-inspired curtains. 

British men take an average of 24 minutes perfecting their 
hair for a night out. Glaswegian men smash the national 
average spending a whopping 30 minutes preening and 
perfecting their nighttime look, very closely followed by 
their Hull counterparts who take 29 minutes. Keeping up 
their well-groomed reputation are Chelmsford’s Essex 
boys who take 27 minutes to get ready to hit the town.   

Brits’ hair styling doesn’t stop once the party has started. 
The research revealed almost half of men cheekily check 
their hair in a mirror during a night out, with almost a 
fifth admitting they check it every time they see a mirror. 
Playing to stereotype, it’s the Chelmsford boys again that 
outdo the rest of the UK, with over one third admitting to 
checking their hair every time they see a mirror, twice as 
much as their Brummie counterparts.    

There’s a north/south divide when it comes to indulging 
in a trip to the salon. Over a third of Sheffield, Newcastle 
and Manchester male residents admit to retreating to the 
hairdresser for a trim at least once a month, compared 
to just over one in ten Brighton and Bristol-based 
men. Brighton men however, are the biggest spenders 
splurging almost £200 a year on waxes, gels and serums, 
almost four times as much as Portsmouth’s penny 
pinchers who spend just £48 a year. 

A quarter of British men admit to secretly using their 
partner’s hair styling products. A third of Bristol men 
admitted they often snoop around their wife or girlfriend’s 
bathroom cabinet, making them the UK’s biggest 
offenders. Ladies in Belfast are the safest when it comes 
to keeping hold of their precious products though, here 
only one in ten men have tried their partners’ lotions and 
potions. 

When it comes to electrical tools, British men are curious 
about creating new styles with 10% of men admitting to 
using their partner’s hairdryer or straighteners. However, 
doubling the national average, and perhaps experiencing 
a ‘Joey Essex-effect’, one fifth of Chelmsford gents report 
regularly reaching for their other half’s hairdryer. 

Ensuring no hair is out of place is not just superficial, half 
of British men revealed that having good hair makes them 
feel more confident, with a further third admitting it helps 
them feel more attractive. One in five men revealed that 
great-looking hair makes them feel smarter, with 10% 
saying great hair makes them feel more masculine. 

Achieving hair happiness isn’t without its challenges. One 
third of British men cite going bald as their biggest ageing 
concern, beating getting a beer belly, going grey and 
getting wrinkles. 

Fudge, the official haircare partner 
to London Collections, has carried 
out some research into men’s 
haircare habits. Their findings 
make interesting reading...

Oh, Man!

Ethos Men’s Collection 2012 Hair: Ethos Creative Team

1
2
3
4
5
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IMPACT BUSINESS COACH David Drew sRsH is very well respected in the hairdressing industry, with 
more than 38 years hairdressing industry experience, he’s had former management experience working for top world renowned 
international salon groups. Following this he opened and ran for 24 years his own amazing (highly successful and very profitable) 
award winning salons. David is extremely proud to currently be Chairman of The Fellowship for British Hairdressing. A fully 
accredited qualified Business Coach, David delivers inspirational in-salon training solutions bespoke to your salon team needs. 
He is also a NeBOD for ‘PHAB standards’ and offers an affordable confidential private coaching & consulting service for salon 
owners and managers. David is offering a generous discount to SRH hairdressers and salons who use him to facilitate 
training and coaching solutions worth over £200! Registered hairdressers should contact David to arrange a no 
obligation FREE 30-minute phone coaching session, to see if he is the right Business Coach to help them.

For more information on the service that David offers visit 
www.impactbusinessconsultant.co.uk, telephone 01243 778598 or 07768 242034,
alternatively email david@impactbusinessconsultant.co.uk

the business  David Drew

success Planning Tips for 2013
You have probably heard the old cliché: “Fail to 
plan; plan to fail”. By not having a defined plan 
there is no real way of actually measuring where 
you or the business are today, and where you 
want yourself or the business to be in the future. 
if you don’t know where you are going, you’ll end 
up somewhere else! People and businesses with a 
plan know where they are going, why and when 
they should get there.

sharing the details of the business plan with staff 
helps create a TeAM spirit (TeAM standing for 
Together everybody Achieves More). Good team 
spirit can be one of your business’s greatest assets. 
The start of a new year is a good time to reflect 
and realise that, sometimes, it’s giving the simplest 
things consideration that really do matter the most. 
Don’t dismiss the simple things. i passionately 
believe that when salon guests visit the business, 
they are seeking a balance of great service 
and knowledge, which makes up 80% of the 
appointment, with soft skills and creative technical 
skills equating to the other 20%. salon owners and 
managers should be very careful not to overlook 
and dismiss the importance of the simple things – 
the soft skills like a lovely genuine smile, kindness, 
being approachable, good listening skills, patience, 
giving great advice and recommendations. All 
these simple things can have an enormous impact 
on both the receiver and the giver. 

The working day is made-up of tiny opportunities, 
where team members have the opportunity to 
make somebody feel special. in life, people won’t 
always remember what you said; they will, however, 
remember the way you made them feel! This time 
of year presents the salon owner/manager with a 
great opportunity to sit down with the salon team 
and have an iCC (impact Coaching Clinic). simply 
sit down with the team and encourage them to 
engage in blue sky thinking! Discuss and decide on 
things like the ‘soft-skills’ that need to be focused 
on with the salon guests and with each other. if 
there was one ‘soft-skill’ that each member of the 
team could focus on that would have the greatest 
impact and create special experience moments, 
what would that be?

By having this sort of coaching session and 
developing a plan, the direction of the business is 
defined, helping the business owner/manager and 
the team to become more aware of the change 
necessary to develop and move the business 

further forward, and provide the tools and 
information needed to make decisions and take 
action. it will also give staff the ability to accept or 
reject ideas without uncertainty and worry.

Hence the saying “Knowledge is power” (the 
knowledge being where, how, why and when). This 
will help eliminate worry (the word “worry” comes 
from the Anglo-saxon word “wiergan” which 
means to strangle, to choke until there is no life 
left) Worry can do that to some people, and is, of 
course, a factor of demotivation!

Demotivation is a feeling that people have when 
they worry about failing. This is really the FeAR 
of failure” (FeAR standing for False evidence 
Appearing Real). The only way to conquer FeAR is to 
keep doing the thing you fear to do. i passionately 
believe that Failure is only a poor result. Therefore 
there are no failures, only results! 

Having a plan allows the salon owner/manager 
to set objectives to know and to measure the 
performance of an individual and the business.   

so, for this, the first Hairdresser business article of 
2013, bearing in mind it’s the beginning of the year, 
i thought i’d take such an opportunity to set you 
a quick exercise that you might choose to do and 
to use to focus yourself and your business. (even if 
you’ve already done your personal/business plan 
you can still use this exercise to evaluate your plan). 
if you haven’t as yet started your plan, then you can 
do this quick exercise to start 2013 as you mean to 
continue.

EXERCISE
a) Take an A4 sheet of paper and draw lines that 
divide it into four equal quadrants.
b) in the top-left quadrant, list all the successful 
experiences you achieved in the last 12 months 
(2012). They can be personal and professional. This 
quadrant is named “suCCessFuL eXPeRieNCes”.
c) in the top-right quadrant, list all the experiences 
you have had that you deemed unsuccessful. 
These may appear to you as failures over the past 
12 months (2012) and again can be both personal 
and professional, but nonetheless, they are 
experiences that you encountered that can provide 
you with valuable information. This quadrant is 
named “uNsuCCessFuL eXPeRieNCes”.
d) Next, in the bottom-left quadrant named 
“LessONs LeARNeD”, it’s time for reflection. Taking 

away the emotional reaction to some of your 
unsuccessful experiences, list the lessons you have 
learned or can learn from these encounters now 
they have passed. 1. What did each experience 
teach you? 2. Did a particular behaviour of yours 
have a less-than-desirable outcome? 3. if so, what 
have you learned about this? 4. What could you 
have done differently that could have prevented 
that unsuccessful experience/encounter? 5. 
What will you change for the future? This is the 
most valuable part of this exercise as it enables 
you to change habits and performances that will 
enable you to align your potential into optimal 
performance for an ever-greater success in the 
remainder of this year (2013). 
e) Finally, name the bottom-right quadrant “GOALs 
2013” List the aspirations you have for the coming 
year. Once again these can be both personal and 
professional. Don’t worry if they are not yet clearly 
defined, we can refine these a little later. Listed 
items in this quadrant represent what you would 
like to see in your “suCCessFuL eXPeRieNCes” 
quadrant in January 2014, when you should do this 
exercise again.

Don’t forget that your team will also benefit from 
this exercise, they may well be feeling the naturally 
occuring lull at this time of year. Generally speaking, 
people need to look forward to something and 
have something to aim for. You might like to offer 
this exercise to your team members to do for 
themselves and then bring them together either 
as a whole or through a selected group, having 
another coaching clinic, and repeat this exercise for 
your business.

everybody has successes in their lives. equally, 
everybody has down spells when they either lose 
confidence or experience a reversal of their own 
personal success pattern. When this happens, 
having a plan to adjust and revise becomes a useful 
tool to help you bounce back again.

The idea of compiling a record of past success is 
very simple. When later faced with a possible loss of 
confidence you can turn to that record and refresh 
your most valuable asset – your brain – with the 
memory of some of those successful experiences! 
This in turn will diminish the feeling of self-doubt or 
loss of confidence that circumstances have caused. 
To motivate oneself or other people one has to 
have hope. Hope, of course, is looking forward to 
the successful future! 

so here we are again, the start of a new year. This time of year presents us with the perfect opportunity to start afresh. We have information available 
from the past 12 months on our performance – professionally, personally and as a business/organisation
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success Planning Tips for 2013

Minimum Wage
The adult minimum wage rose to £6.19 on 1st 
October 2012 and the apprentice rate by 5p to 
£2.65. The other rates were frozen and salon 
owners might have mixed views about this. it 
does maintain the disincentive to recruit older 
apprentices. There are ongoing discussions 
relating to many aspects of the minimum wage 
including the age ranges and possible regional 
differences and generally simplifying the rules.

extended Parental Leave
Currently parents with children under 5 can take 
up to 13 weeks unpaid leave up to the child’s 5th 
birthday. This is unpaid and take up has been 
small. From March 2013 the period is extended to 
up to 18 weeks unpaid parental leave.

Protected Conversations
The Government are proposing that employers 
will be able to have “protected discussions” 
with employees and that the employee will not 
be able to use these at any later Tribunal. The 
protected conversation might relate to a financial 
offer to encourage someone to leave rather 
than go through a long and painful disciplinary 
process. Currently if this topic is raised the 
individual can use the offer as part of a tribunal 
claim as evidence the employer was trying to “get 
them out”

employment Tribunals
From the summer of 2013 employees wishing 
to take their case to an employment Tribunal will 
have to pay a fee. The Government announced 2 
levels of fee

•  For level 1 claims, the issue fee is £160 and the 
hearing fee is £230.

•  For level 2 claims, the issue fee is £250 and the 
hearing fee is £950.

Level 2 claims are likely to be the more complex 
and time consuming ones.

You can see how the prospect of spending up to 
£1200 to take a case through the Tribunal system 
might very well put some people off.  There will 
be exemptions in cases of hardship and the fees 
are refundable if the applicant wins their case

Redundancy
Consistent with the Governments wish to reduce 
what is seen as red tape, there is a proposal to 
reduce the time an employer has to consult with 
staff before a redundancy. Currently where 100 
staff are affected it is a minimum of 90 days for 
the consultation.

Flexible Parental Leave introduced
Changes have been proposed  to maternity and 
paternity leave to give parents more flexibility 
as to when they take time off. it is expected that 
the changes will allow both parents to take leave 
at the same time, instead of the mother having 
to have returned to work before the father can 
take additional paternity leave, and allow parents 
to take time off in blocks, rather than all in one 
go. You will also have read of Nick Clegg’s more 
radical proposals for men to be able to take a 
portion of the female partners maternity leave. 
However nothing is going to change before 2015.

Harassment
Currently, employers are required to take 
reasonable steps to prevent harassment of their 
employees by third parties, such as customers or 
suppliers. However the Government called this 
“unworkable” as employers have no direct control 
over how third parties act.  it has been confirmed 
that the equality Act will be amended  to remove 
the provisions. 

Maternity Pay
Yes, in the budget the Government announced 
it would increase Maternity Pay by 1%. Therefore 
from the 6th April the sMP rate should increase 
by £1.33 to £136.78. statutory sick pay rate will 
increase at the same time from £85.85 to £86.70.

David Wright BA (Hons) FiPD, advises HABiA and a range of salons. For an all-inclusive fee of £200 per annum you are able to contact him 
with all your employment queries. He will write your contract, set of policies, application forms, salon handbook and send you a monthly 

newsletter full of helpful tips and advice. The fee is all-inclusive no matter how many times you need him. Contact David on 07930 358067, 
01522 831061 or email info@davidwrightpersonnel.co.uk. You can also take a look at his website at www.davidwrightpersonnel.co.uk

eMPLOYMeNT LAW ADViCe David Wright

stay ahead of the game
see what the Government are planning and how Registered Hairdressers might be affected

We are all aware that employment Law and Practice is constantly changing. As we move into 2013 i felt it was useful to look at 
some of the things which are on the horizon and might affect Registered Hairdressers in the next 12 months. You can clearly see 
the approach of the Government and the direction of travel.
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the collections

This gorgeous, brand new Divinity collection from Donna Mitchell, 
Creative Director at Bonce salons, was influenced by strong 
architectural influences, clean lines and strong shapes. This Divinity 
collection encapsulates powerful, strong, heavenly and natural 
beauty images which also inspired Donna when creating each look. 

Hair
Donna Mitchell

Photography
Jack eames

Make-up
Janine Bird

Clothes styling
Bernard Connelly

divinityDONNA 
MiTCHeLL



All of the latest products described on this page are available for our lucky readers to win, and it couldn’t be easier to enter – simply email your 
name, address and registration number to jo@haircouncil.org.uk (please note the Payleven competition has a different email address – see 
above) and put the name of the product in the subject line. Alternatively you can send your details on a postcard to The Hairdresser Giveaways, 
Hairdressing Council, 30 sydenham Road, Croydon, surrey CR0 2eF. Remember to include your registration number and a contact telephone 
number. You can enter once for each product giveaway (postcard entries can all be sent in one envelope). All entries will be placed into a prize 

draw and the winners will be drawn at random.

Great Giveaways
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With Payleven, accepting card 
payments has never been so easy!

Payleven is a new mobile payments technology 
that allows merchants of any size to accept card 
payments anywhere and anytime, using an easy-to-
use app and pocket-sized Chip & PiN card reader 
which connects wirelessly to either their smartphone 
or tablet. in short, Payleven is the smart way to get 
paid: it’s low-cost, mobile, convenient and secure.

With Payleven, say goodbye to the unnecessary 
paperwork and hassle associated with traditional 
card terminals. When you sign up for Payleven, 
there are no monthly fees, minimum turnover 
requirements or hidden costs. There is the one 
off fee to purchase the high-tech bluetooth card 
reader, that connects to your smartphone or tablet, 
and thereafter you will only be charged 2.75% per 
transaction and nothing else.

Now, Payleven, in association with The Hairdressing 
Council, is offering two state-of-the-art Payleven 
card readers to two lucky readers. To stand the 
chance of winning, email hairdresser@payleven.
co.uk listing your name, email address, telephone 
number and Registration number.

Whatever your hair type, whatever your look… Joico 
style & Finish has the answer. it’s the comprehensive 
line of styling and finishing products designed to 
lift, define, hold and control any hair type and any 
hair texture. This comprehensive line-up features a 
broad range of hold and styling components for a 
mix-and-match, custom built look that lasts. Plus, 
each bottle contains Joico’s advanced Quadramine 
Complex – a scientifically balanced and perfectly 
proportioned blend of the same 19 amino acids 
found in human hair – which ensures superior 
strength and health.  Now 5 lucky registered 
hairdressers can win the Brilliantine Pomade for 
brilliant shine:  A defining and moisturizing pomade 
that offers the perfect high-gloss shiny finish on 
dry, styled hair,  with  JoiFix Firm, a firm-hold aerosol 
spray for all-day hold and support.  

Fudge Textures
The raw vintage clay is a brilliantly flexible 
and pliable product to create unstructured 
hair styles for medium length hair. The 
aerosol rock spray is for controlling and 
crafting bold textures, up-dos and more 
avant guarde looks. Both products contain 
French Green Clay – a natural material 
sourced from bedrock quarries in France.  
The clay creates a unique texture and 
movement in hair that has never before 
been so easily achieved but is totally in 
line with ultra-modern, multidimensional 
finishes.

Five sets to be won!
Five sets to be won!

Two to
be won!

Joico style & Finish



Manchester Central
Sunday 24th March // Monday 25th March

Professional
Hairdresser

Live
2013

be wowed.
be thrilled.
be there.

www.prohairlive.co.uk
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5 FREE TICKETS FOR REGISTERED HAIRDRESSERS
SIMPLY EMAIL SALLY@HAIRCOUNCIL.ORG.UK WITH PRO HAIR IN THE SUBJECT LINE. INCLUDE YOUR 
REGISTRATION NUMBER AND PHONE DETAILS AND 5 WINNERS WILL BE PICKED AT RANDOM
TO FIND OUT WHAT’S ON AND WHO’S THERE VISIT WWW.PROHAIRLIVE.CO.UK



if you have been a state Registered Hairdresser for over two years and have management and  
teaching experience you may be eligible to become a Master Craftsman in Hairdressing.  

This prestigious and select hairdressing award puts you among the cream of British hairdressing.

The Master Craftsman diploma comes in four different formats: a Diploma in a stylish, specially made frame,  
a silver metal plaque on a black mount in quality silver frame, a burnished brass metal plaque, mounted on  

dark wood, or a silver metal plaque in a modern look acrylic frame.

Master  Craftsman
            in Hairdressing?

Would you like to join 
the likes of Andrew Barton 

by becoming a 

For more information on how to 
become a Master Craftsman contact the 
Hairdressing Council on 020 8760 7010.

Congratulations to these new Master Craftsmen

925662 Patricia McQueen  Newcastle upon Tyne 

930000 Mrs D B Shepherd  edinburgh 

934517 Norma  Chesne  Glasgow 

939473 Mark Anthony Howship Albany 

941004 Jakki Jeffery    edinburgh 

941639 David Michael Small  Renfrewshire 

Reg. No. Name    Address



This NEW one-day seminar, sponsored by 
ILLUMINA COLOR, explores beautiful, natural 
hair colour as the ultimate accessory. 

Motivate and inspire your creativity as we take you on a 
journey exploring the world of fashion, hair, make-up, textiles 
and fabrics. Inspired by current catwalk collections and 
featuring a Wella Professionals Guest Artist and 
a Make-up artist, this seminar will focus on enabling you to 
attract new colour clients and to grow your salon’s colour 
business. Incorporating an interactive learning environment, 
hands-on workshop and evening soiree where you can 
showcase your beautifully natural finished look, this unique 
course is perfect for creative and inspired colourists. 

Become a fan of ‘Wella UK’ on Facebook
www.wellaprofessionals.co.uk

WELLA WORLD STUDIO LONDON
Mon 11 Mar      Kai Wan, P.Kai Hair
Mon 17 Jun      Wella Guest Artist
Mon 5 Aug        Nelson Brown, Browns
Mon 7 Oct         Colin McAndrew, Medusa

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO BOOK CALL YOUR NEAREST
WELLA PROFESSIONALS STUDIO
Wella Professionals World Studio London 0207 637 7172
Wella Professionals Studio Manchester  0161 834 2645

WELLA STUDIO MANCHESTER
Mon 25 Feb     Kym Wyser, Medusa
Mon 20 May    Kai Wan, P.Kai Hair
Mon 19 Aug     Nelson Brown, Browns
Tues 5 Nov      Wella Guest Artist

BEAUTIfUL 
NATURALS
SPONSOred BY

MH0949-Beautiful Naturals Ad-H.indd   1 10/01/2013   16:07







E N T R U S T

y o u r  b e a u t y

t o  p r o f e s s i o n a l s

e x c l u s i v e l y  i n  l ’ o r é a l  p r o f e s s i o n n e l  s a l o n s

Discover INOA Suprême at www.lorealprofessionnel.co.uk /.ie

PROPOSE THE “SUPRÊME MAKEOVER” USING  
INOA SUPRÊME FOR A YOUNGER APPEARANCE.
ODOURLESS AND AMMONIA-FREE
•	Up	to	100%	white	hair	coverage 
•	20	Multi-tonal	shades	developed	to	complement	skin	tone	 
•	Hair	looks	fuller	and	feels	texturised 
•	Hair	feels	luxuriously	soft	with	sublime	shine

“People don’t ask my age,  
they ask the name of my hairdresser.”

NEw EASIER MIXING 1+1


